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LAFUMA MOBILIER’s collections of outdoor furniture stand out for comfort, quality, design and the technical achievements always looked for when 
launching a new product.

Miami II sun loungers like the Maxi Transat Plus Chilean illustrate this perfectly. To complement your moments of ease, go for seated relaxation 
with the Maxi Transat Plus or enjoy a lying position with the Miami II. Nothing is left to chance and this is demonstrated in the details: large width 
frames, highly resistance materials, removable fabrics, replaceable elastomer fittings, various positions, adjustable and removable head cushions, 
protection pads. Miami II even offers a version with a higher seat for yet more comfort and ergonomics as well as a Batyline® fabric storage space 
under the seat!

But the other unquestionable appeal of the Miami II and Maxi Transat is the BeComfort® mesh padding covering them, a real eco-responsible 
technical innovation that is super comfortable. This padding has low environmental impact thanks to a 3D net fabric without post-treatment. The 
dye-coloured threads of the weave also give it excellent resistance to UV and weather. The features that make it the outdoor textile par excellence 
also make it just right for indoors thanks to its unrivalled comfort.

The padding combines three «technical layers»: 3D mesh, polyester wadding 4 cm thick and Batyline®. Its very textured appearance gives an ultra-
graphic touch to the seats, reinforced by the 4 colours available: Ink Blue, Dark Grey, Silver and Olive.

Whether you choose the deckchair version or sun lounger, the BeComfort® collection will delight all lovers of good design, with no compromise on 
comfort and durability as these products are all labelled Longtime®.

Manufactured in Drôme, France. 

5 year guarantee.
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BeComfort® is the natural combination of 
trend and well-being!

Composed of 3 technical layers, it is 
breathable and permeable, fast drying and 
provides unequalled comfort.



Miami II:
Sun lounger on wheels. Tubular structure dia. 25 mm in HLE steel. (High Limit Elasticity). Wheels with elastomer tread (noiseless). Removable 
fabric with cloth fitting with elastomer clips (patented). Adjustable seat back with 3-position tilt including 1 fully flat position. Adjustable and 
removable head cushion. 
Public price €499.90

Maxi Transat Plus:
Large width frame. Tubular structure dia. 22 mm in HLE steel (High Limit Elasticity), with no crossbar on the seat front. Locking with 4-position 
safety racks. Removable fabric. Adjustable and removable head cushion. 
Public price €169.90

Miami II High:
Sun lounger on wheels. Seat height 48 cm for greater comfort and ergonomics (easy to get on and off). Tubular structure dia. 25 mm in HLE steel 
(High Limit Elasticity). Wheels with elastomer tread (noiseless). Removable fabric with cloth fitting with elastomer clips (patented). Storage space 
in Batyline® cloth under the seat. Adjustable seat back with 3-position tilt including 1 fully flat position. Adjustable and removable head cushion.
Public price €599.90
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